
Translated by @TheIdeon from BrainPowerd Spiral Book (Gakken, 1999)

The Making
of Brain Powerd (Part 1)

Countless ideas are generated during the creative process. Some are discarded, some survive,

and all the while they evolve and mature into a story. Here is the account of Brain Powerd’s

journey to completion.

11/1996 From Film Script to TV Project

[Added commentary] Brain Powerd began life as a script for a movie. There was an

additional aspect to this script, and “A Skeletal Outline for a 1-Cour Television Version”

was written on the cover. Many elements of the setting are the same, including the

relationship between Jonathan and Anoa, the love story between the elderly Geybridge

and Naoko, and Kanan and Sheila’s memories. Still, there are visible differences. Hime

is on the side of Orphan, and Iiko is behind the Baron’s true identity. Also, Orphan is

referred to as “Orphen” here.

STORY

People live their lives under the control of things at the genetic level, things that

they cannot touch or see. “The Man who Appeared” is obsessed with Orphen, one of

these such things. What does fate have in store for him? That will be told in this story.



On the invitation of three women, a young man named Yuu heads to Orphen.

There, he finds that modern man’s belief in technology has taken the invisible and

processed it into “something that exists”. And so we are confronted with an incident

which renders familial bonds, although this is nothing more than a failure to foresee the

ecosystem’s capability for sudden mutation. However, Yuu is able to recognize that

Orphen doesn’t exist to bring despair, and that the Brain Powerds it births are not

weapons. (transcribed directly)

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Let’s take a look at some of the cast’s unique characteristics, as taken from the

character list at the head of the script. The protagonist’s name is Isami Isamu, but “Yuu”

is his nickname. He’s an Aikido practicing young man who detests the city. On the other

hand, Hime’s description is “a kind of orphan who’s been abandoned by her

pachinko-addicted parents”. She’s a sergeant attached to the Orphen side. Also, the

Baron’s full name is Baron Ogun, and her personality changed when, as Iiko, she was

introduced to Orphen’s antibodies as part of her parents' experiments. The name Ogun

would be retained in the final script, as the Yoruba god worshiped by Comodo. The

Novis Noa is a nuclear powered aircraft carrier built by the United States, and

additionally Geybridge becomes a navy admiral, in command of the 7th Fleet.



STORY OUTLINE (SCRIPT SYNOPSIS)

1

The Novis Noa is in the middle of a rainstorm. It’s conducting an investigation

regarding the humanoid flying objects that have been witnessed twice over Tokyo and

elsewhere, Orphen, deep under the sea, and whether there is any connection between

them. Captain Anoa holds tightly to her treasure, a faded Christmas card. The nuclear

submarine Kimaris succeeds in photographing Orphen. The picture is that of a female

figure, 3 kilometers in length. The captain of the Kimaris reports back.

“As our code name implies, it’s literally an orphan of the deep sea.”

The title card appears as the line is spoken.

The Exquisite Orphen.

The words Brain Powerd precede it.

2

Living in Ueno Village, Yuu saves a woman wearing a yukata, who is being

pursued by two men. Her name is Kanan. When he arrives with her at the house he

shares with his grandmother Naoko, he finds his grandmother carrying out luggage,

along with two other women. One of them is his older sister Iiko, who went missing and

was presumed dead. The other is Utsumiya Hime. Both of them appear to know Kanan.

Iiko, Kanan and Hime refer to one another as 1st Lieutenant, 2nd Lieutenant and

Sergeant, respectively.



Yuu’s parents, whose whereabouts are unknown, are revealed to be alive and

well, and their research on organic energy is ongoing. It seems like their efforts are

about to bear fruit, and they’d like Yuu to assist them, Iiko explains. Hime, the most

cheerful of the three, stands up in the middle of their meal and walks into the field

outside to pick a tomato.

“You grew this. What a gentle taste it has. (dialogue omitted) Plants, animals, all

of them are interconnected, so it’s healthy vegetables that give us life.”

Yuu watches Hime’s lips and throat as she eats the tomato.

After Yuu and the others depart, Admiral Geybridge, commander of the 7th Fleet,

arrives to see Naoko. The two of them had been romantically involved when they were

younger, but in the time after that they both married different people. Geybridge is now a

widower and Naoko is divorced, leaving each of them without companionship.

3

The two go to Yokota Air Base to free Kanan, who has been taken prisoner.

Kanan tells Iiko that they should be showing Orphen’s power directly to the civilian

population, not the military, but Iiko rejects her suggestion.

“The 1st Lieutenant is focused on chasing after her ideals,” Kanan says (to Yuu).

“It seems to me that she’s taking advantage of you.”

The trio use their Brain Powerds to drive away the MPs chasing them and they

make their escape. Sensing kindness in the eyes of Hime’s machine, Yuu climbs into

the hand of Iiko’s Brain Powerd. Kanan feels the sensation of being inside her mother’s



womb, and Hime thinks of all the mothers she had at the orphanage. In the hand of

Iiko’s machine, Yuu is flooded with memories from when he was 3 years old.

“This machine likes you,” Iiko tells him.

The three units are intercepted by the Novis Noa off the coast of Bōsō Peninsula,

but they escape underwater and into Orphen. Yuu is overcome with a feeling of

pressure after he steps onto the deck of Orphen, and he sees a vision of Baron Ogun

inside the light.

4

After their return, Iiko orders that Kanan be detained, because she wants to

share Orphen with the Earth as an energy source. Iiko despises incompentent

politicians and the masses, and her subordinates Jonathan and Sheila feel the same

way. The two of them also recognize Yuu’s aptitude for riding a Brain Powerd.

Yuu is reunited with his father Kensaku and mother Midori, who work for the

Orphen revivalists. “You didn’t want to be around grandma because you took mom’s

name,” Yuu says to his father spitefully.

Kensaku explains Orphen’s functionality to Yuu (ie., if its organic engine can be

restarted then the energy in Earth’s ecosystem can be used as electricity).

As Yuu drinks tea with his parents, Iiko appears. She’s initially upset about the

threat posed by the Novis Noa, but the conversation shifts to her resentment over her

own parents using her as a guinea pig.

“It was 1,378 times [that you experimented on me]. And it was even harder on

the Grand Cher, who already possessed Orphen’s antibody factor. On top of that, you



ordered me to become a Joan of Arc who would protect Orphen.” But now things are

different, Iiko says. Ever since she started to hear the voice of Baron Ogun, she’s been

able to understand Orphen’s feelings.

5

It occurs to Geybridge and Anoa that Orphen is most likely powered by an

organic engine. Anoa wonders about the whereabouts of her son, the sender of the

faded Christmas card.

Kanan sets off on her own in order to ask the Novis Noa not to interfere with

Orphen’s surfacing. Yuu, hearing Orphen’s voice, launches in Iiko’s machine behind

Hime. After that, the Grand Cher of Baron Ogun appears as well.

Hime says that Iiko is angry with her, because she shares the same opinion as

Kanan. When Yuu asks why, she replies, “[Iiko] hates the world, right?”

“Do you hate your parents?” Yuu asks.

Hime says that she’s been happy after she came to Orphen.

Meeting up with Kanan, the three Grand Chers start to exchange fire with the

Novis Noa. During the battle, Anoa begins to sense the strong presence of her son Jon.

As the Baron speaks of Orphen as a modern day Messiah, they are dismissed by

Geybridge, who says that it’s a sin to use the name of the Savior like that.

Jonathan attacks the Novis Noa and discovers the Christmas card, leading to the

realization that his mother is on board. Memories of past Christmases spent alone wash

over him.



6

As Yuu talks with Kanan, he is shocked to learn that the Baron and Iiko are one

and the same. The Baron, taking aim at Kanan, knocks over Hime and fires an

arrow-like luminous beam. The Chakra from Yuu’s machine intervenes, turning the

seawater into a wall of light. Jonathan’s machine is blown away, crashes into a fighter

jet and is enveloped in the light.

At the same time, Anoa is asking herself why she forgot to bring the Christmas

card with her when she evacuated the bridge. She also wonders if her son is one of the

people inside those humanoid machines.

Kanan and the Baron fight over a residential area. Born against her father’s

wishes, Kanan’s memories come back to her. Sheila gets caught in the crossfire and is

shot down. Yuu senses Sheila’s memory of losing her little brother.

“Everyone is fighting to forget about their own insecurities.” That’s what Yuu felt.

However, that only added to Iiko’s hatred.

“It’s the parents who are to blame. They have sex just so they can produce

orphans.”

7

The Baron returns to Orphen as its surfacing is well under way. She calls out to

Orphen, telling it to suck up the Earth’s organic energy and depart for space, and then

head to Orphen’s control block, shooting Midori dead without any hesitation. The Baron

demands that Kensaku begin absorbing organic energy so they can fly to space, but

Yuu appears, determined to stop that from happening. Once again the Brain Powerds



engage in battle, and Hime is shot down by the Baron’s attack. During the fight with Iiko,

Yuu realizes something. “Does she want to kill our father as well?” At the moment his

Brain’s fist crushes her cockpit, she tells him.

“That’s what I’m asking you. Kill our father.”

Hime makes an emergency landing on the deck of the Novis Noa, followed by

Yuu.

“I’ve witnessed something terrible, and

I’ve been made to promise something

terrible,” Yuu mumbles. Ignoring both of

them, Orphen emerges from the sea. In

it, people of various faiths see their own

gods. Anoa sees the Virgin Mary,

embracing Jonathan in her arms. Hime sees the Seven Gods of Fortune, all of them

women: her many mothers. It looks like Kanan is among them. From Ueno Village,

Naoko has a vision of the Amida Buddha, far in the distance.

Eventually Orphen tests its power transmission ability, and the night side of Earth

is lit up by a grid of electrical light.

03/1997 The TV Version Gets its Official Start

[Added commentary] As work continued on reconfiguring the script for TV, the rough

mechanical designs of Nagano Mamoru and the rough character designs of Inomata

Mutsumi were developed in parallel, and everything was compiled together into a



planning document. At this point, the relationship with Orphan had been solidified, and

the images of the main characters were decided upon. The idea to have Episode 1

begin with Yuu’s rebellion and escape from his parents was more or less settled by now.

Some images of this document are included below.



05~06/1997 Basic Setting and Characters Established

[Added commentary] Using the planning document as the foundation, multiple

discussions were held with the scenario writers and pre-production staff to finalize the

details of the setting and the characters. There are several versions of the materials

assembled by director Tomino during this period that exist. The following is a summary

of the compiled materials immediately prior to writing the first draft of the scenario. The

starting and ending storylines, basic setting and character details were largely

established during this stage. An episode by episode outline for the series, written by

Director Tomino and popularly referred to as a “Tomino Memo”, was also made during

this time.

STORY

End of Century, Year 3. The near future.

As Earth approaches the end of its life, something filled with enormous energy

appears. Humanity discovers that, as long as the sun still exists, it will not only provide

them with energy, but also purify the planet’s environment. Alone until now, the object

was given the name “Orphan”. Just like when a person desires the brilliance of life they

are required to fight for something, Orphan needs to fight for its children (Humanity is

actually an ancestor to Orphan) and its continued existence.

Right now, that same humanity lives on an Earth plagued by environmental

pollution, food shortages, and an overwhelming energy shortage, thanks to population

growth and industrial civilization. Additionally, various regions have started to



experience frequent earthquakes, but at a time believed to be the end of days, these

earthquakes actually brought hope to the earth. That was because they marked the

appearance of Organic Plates, reservoirs of living energy. However, when the plates

appeared on the surface, they would change shape, taking on a humanoid form

(Antibody=Vector). These became known as Brain Powerds and Grand Chers.

Around this time a massive earthquake occurred, and a mysterious object was

detected deep under the sea, well over a hundred kilometers long and with a human

face. It was given the name Orphan. It was Orphan who was the mother of the Brain

Powerds and Grand Chers. It had been widely believed that Orphan, with its immense

stores of organic energy, could be a system for supplying energy and repairing the

environment, but inside of Orphan herself there was a group of people who had entered

with the goal of reviving her for their own purposes. The group called themselves Abyss

Orphan.

The survival ship Novis Noa (built as a joint venture between the United States

and the United Nations), coming into possession of its own Brain Powerds, intends to

capture Orphan and use it for the sake of the Earth. However, Abyss Orphan has Grand

Chers for protection, and they plan to set off with Orphan towards a new planet.

If it’s true that the Brain Powerds are imbued with the Earth’s antibodies while the

Grand Chers are controlled by Orphan’s original immunity, then the two are also waging

a battle for their own survival. Has humanity been forced into an existential battle over



the survival of Orphan? Or can Orphan’s internal conflicts be leveraged for the benefit of

humanity instead?

In the midst of this struggle, one boy, trapped inside the same darkness as the

Earth, begins his own battle to break free. Isami Yuu. As he fights to destroy the parents

that have confined and constricted him, he encounters a single girl. The boy starts to

believe that no matter how harsh and immoveable the destiny forced on him, love will

be the power that allows them to escape from the inky darkness.

With the Novis Noa’s Brain Powerds and Orphan’s Grand Chers leading the

charge, will humanity and the boy be able to find their light?

THE CHARACTERS

■Isami Yuu, 17 years old

The son of organic energy researchers Kensaku and Midori. He was left in the care of

his maternal grandmother Naoko as soon as he was born. When he was 10 years old it

was determined that he possessed a high aptitude for a Grand Cher and he was

brought to Orphan by his parents, where he trained for 7 years. However, on the day of

his 17th birthday he decides to become independent and begins his lonely battle. He

believes that what his parents are doing is wrong, and although he joins up with the

Novis Noa, he still intends to put an end to not only their scheme, but their very lives. He

is impulsive and destructive. He may seem self-tormenting, but he instinctively seeks

out the brightness in life. Even though he likes Hime he doesn’t want to admit it, and he

tries to push her off onto other men. Because he’s terrified that she might get caught in



his self-destructive tendencies. He can’t view his parents, who say that everything they

do is for Orphan even as they hold their own children captive, as anything but small

people. If they’re going to go so far as to involve the entire Earth, he has no other option

but to fight them. However, riding aboard his Brain Powerd he begins to believe that it

might be possible to coexist with something that he previously thought would crush and

destroy him, even thinking about accepting its enormous power and using it to stay one

step ahead. Because therein lies the path that will allow the people he loves to continue

living!

■Utsumiya Hime, 18 years old

Guileless. A girl with a strong will and carefree spirit. However, because of the many

mothers who raised her, and her desire to be loved by all of them, she unconsciously

sucks up to anyone and everyone around her. A child who has never truly loved or been

loved by another person (parent). That confuses Yuu, but, by building trust with him and

nurturing their affection, she’s able to break free from the curse of wanting someone to

love her. Rather than a whole lot of love, she becomes able to choose the person that

matters the most to her.

《Novis Noa Side》

■Isami Naoko (64)

Yuu’s grandmother.

■Fleet Commander Winston Geybridge (65)



In charge of the Orphan salvage operations. A tolerant man and an idealist. He and

Naoko were lovers back in their university days.

■Anoa McCormick (52)

The female captain of the Novis Noa. A single mother, she failed in building a

relationship with her son.

■Irene Carrier (28)

An American with Native Indian ancestry. A deeply knowledgeable acupuncturist and

practitioner of moxibustion.

■Nanga Silverly (25)

A Black American young man. Second Lieutenant. A fighter pilot who became a Brain

Powerd pilot through training.

■Comodo Mahama (28)

A young woman from Nigeria. Second Lieutenant. In a strange turn of events, she

becomes a pilot when standing on top of a Plate that appeared, the same as Hime. She

follows the Yoruba religion, and places her faith in the warrior god Ogun.

■Russ Lunberg (22)

Swedish. Like Hime, he came into contact with a Plate. He has leukemia, a result of the

destruction of the ozone layer, and because of that he wants to fight while he’s still able.



■Higgins Saz (19)

A girl who goes from piloting a submarine to a Brain Powerd. Born in Prague, she has a

spiritual side to her that believes in golems. Her compatibility with a Brain Powerd might

be even higher than Yuu’s.

■Kanan Gimms (22)

Just like Yuu, she’s a pilot that defected from Orphan. From Beirut, Lebanon. The

horrific things her mother went through while Kana was still in the womb have become a

source of trauma for her.

《Abyss Orphan Side》

■Cpt. Quincy Issa (20)

Yuu’s blood sister. Her real name is Iiko. She commands Orphan’s combat division.

■1st Lt. Jonathan Glen (24)

The only child of Captain Anoa. He’s been acclimated to Orphan’s antibodies, and he

aims to strengthen Orphan’s defenses through Quincy.

■Sgt. Sheila Glass (24)

A militant Grand Cher pilot. She aims for the same level of assimilation that Jonathan

has reached, but fails. She comes from an impoverished background, and dreamt of



competing in the Olympics so that she would be able to provide her younger brothers

with anything they wanted to eat.

■Isami Kensaku (45)

Yuu’s father. A researcher of organic engines. Summoned to Orphan, he conducted in

utero maintenance to prepare for its resurrection. The director of Abyss Orphan. Having

come to fully understand what Orphan is capable of, he hopes to cut her functionality by

half.

■Isami Midori (42)

Yuu’s mother. A researcher who helped Kensaku to restart Orphan. She is acclimatized

to Orphan.

■Baron Maximilian (Somewhere in his 20s)

A man plotting the takeover of Orphan. He controls an enormous, violent Grand Cher.

BACKGROUND

♦Discovery of the Organic Plates

It is a time of complete crisis for the Earth. The ozone layer has been destroyed,

the environment poisoned, population growth has exploded together with food

shortages, and on and on.



As the world entered into a new millennium, the consciousness of the people was

so embittered that the Gregorian calendar fell out of favor, and they went so far as to

start using “End of Century Year xx” instead. Under these circumstances, people were

further disturbed when the Organic Plates that had appeared scattered around the

globe gave birth (resuscitation AKA Revival) to humanoid figures (carriers, or Vectors).

These were scattered by Orphan long ago when it crash-landed on Earth, something

akin to its own cells. They act as recipients for storing the life energy (Organic Energy)

to be used in reviving Orphan, as well as functioning as sensors that collect information.

They are no more than 7 or 8 meters in diameter, but they can weigh as much as 80

tons. Taking in biological data from across the entire Earth, they evolved into a shape

based on the best the Earth had to offer: Mankind. Thus, the Antibodies were born. An

Antibody has a cockpit-like space that a human can ride in, located where the uterus

would be.

♦Construction of the Novis Noa

Built by the United States in partnership with a UN umbrella organization, the

Novis Noa is an aircraft carrier designed to be a survival colony, meant to ensure the

continued existence of the human race. It has a displacement of 160,000 tons and

comes equipped with its own nuclear submarine. Due to the belief that an organic

engine could run in perpetuity it was outfitted with an experimental engine, and there

was an attempt to repurpose the organic engines from revived Antibodies, but as of

right now the ship is still running on nuclear power. Once it was realized that an organic



engine on the scale of Orphan could provide the total amount of energy used on Earth,

the idea was hatched for the ship to try and capture Orphan.

♦Orphan’s Surfacing

During the time the Novis Noa was still under construction, a structure of

extraterrestrial origin was discovered in the vicinity of the Japan Trench. Thought at first

to be deep sea ruins, the outline of a human face was spotted in its silhouette, and she

was given the codename “Orphan”. Along with the discovery that its total length was

well over 100 kilometers, a relationship between it and the Plates was also uncovered,

as well as the fact that it seemed to be ship-like, with its entire hull covered in ornately

detailed organic materials (It’s believed that the ones who built Orphan either

assimilated with humanity or were killed when they crashed to Earth). The theory is that

Orphan has been storing up Earth’s organic energy for tens of thousands of years, and

once it reaches full capacity it will depart for a new planet (It would be reasonable to

date its appearance to 35,000 years ago, when the Neanderthals went extinct, but it’s

also difficult to discard the explanation that it was used as a ship for towing the moon

3.5 billion years ago). Over the last few years, the earthquakes and tsunamis caused by

Orphan’s movements on the ocean floor have resulted in enormous damage to the

whole of Japan.

♦The Organization Known as Abyss Orphan

In fact, people had already assembled inside of Orphan. They consisted mostly

of intelligentsia, researchers who had been studying organic energy for many years and



who were brought together by the Plates, even before the existence of Orphan was

known. Taking the name “Abyss Orphan”, they were summoned to maintain Orphan’s

body, and as the representatives of Orphan herself they pride themselves on being the

chosen ones. Through the use of the Grand Chers, the activated Antibodies of Orphan’s

immune system, they strive to be the embodiment of Orphan’s will. However, what they

believe in is not Orphan’s actual will, but nothing more than their own perception of the

situation, although this won’t be revealed until near the end of the story.

♦The Start of the Battle

In preparation for Orphan’s galactic voyage, Abyss Orphan is collecting as many

plates as they can to revive the Antibodies, as they will be necessary for Orphan’s

several thousand year journey. Orphan’s Antibodies, the Grand Chers, are an immune

response that exists to eliminate anything that stands in its way, and the pilots that have

assimilated with the Grand Chers are suitably daring and courageous. Furthermore,

Abyss Orphan has learned of a special type of Plate, a “Central Plate”, and they’re

working vigorously to claim that as well.

♦Brain Powerds and Grand Chers

There are two types of Antibodies (Vectors=carriers) that can be born from a

Plate. One of these is the Brain Powerd. Because they’ve been exposed to the Earth’s

own unique immune antibodies, the effect of Orphan’s antibodies have been weakened,

and their disposition towards attempting to understand the mind of their pilot has been



strengthened. It gives them a personality that makes them more tolerant towards

symbiosis with the people on Earth.

The other Antibody type is the Grand Cher. The original immune response within

the Plate is strong, and they have a habit of assimilating with their humans.

However, there is another element to an Antibody Revival, and that is that the

personality of the person they meet plays a role in whether a Brain Powerd or Grand

Cher emerges from the Plate.

A Grand Cher usually forces terrible pain and exhaustion onto its pilot, but once

they’ve acclimated they’re able to enter symbiosis with the Grand Cher’s antibodies,

making the pilot even more determined. This is because the goal has been simplified.

Acclimatization becomes habit forming, like a drug, and once it’s happened they’ll want

to board their Gran Cher again and again. Yuu and Kanan Gimms are two well known

examples of pilots who have failed to acclimatize with their Grand Chers, although it’s

understood that the reason was because the organic energy of the pilots and the Grand

Chers repelled each other.

As a life form, the Grand Cher is overwhelmingly stronger. Abyss Orphan has

organized their combat forces around them, and while they still keep the Plates that

seem like they might turn into Brain Powerds in storage, they don’t use them. During a

Revival it might be possible to birth an Antibody at random, based on the administration

of hormones or antibodies.



♦Central Plate

Going by the fact that there are Plates that don’t go through Revival, the Abyss

Orphan staff anticipated the existence of a Plate that, instead of the presence of an

Antibody, needs something more complementary to Orphan’s functionality to revive.

This has been given the name “Central Plate”.

Early Draft of the Grand Cher



The early version of Orphen was designed to make the viewer think of the Nazca Lines

Orphen’s (Orphan’s) final version, a wide design that keeps on-screen lighting in mind.



06/1997 Series Composition/Outline (Tomino Memo)

Episode #1: Revival

Episode #2: Hime and the Shape of her Mother

Episode #3: Yuu’s Battle

*The contents of the first three episodes mostly align with the broadcast versions..

Episode #4: Hometown Kanan

*The scene where Kanan reflects on her birth being unwanted by her parents isn’t

included, but otherwise it’s the same.

Episode #5: Rendezvous with Kanan

*Meeting in secret with Kanan, and Yuu worrying about the meaning of successive

generations is the same as the final version. Yuu plays the role of mediator as Hime and

Kanan engage in battle. Kanan has a change of heart when Hime tells her, “I like you

because you were willing to stay with me.”

Episode #6: The Enemy Named Jonathan

*Yuu allowing Jonathan to escape so that he can send a message to his parents is the

same as it happens in Episode 7. Yuu and Kanan find themselves becoming attracted to

Hime and Russ, respectively.

Episodes #7&8: Russ’ Illness/Yuu’s Illness



*The basis of episodes 13 and 14 of the anime. Seeing Russ’ acceptance of his fate

regarding his disease causes Yuu to feel a vague sense of jealousy. Conversely, Russ

senses that Yuu feels guilty about his past as a Grand Cher pilot and is trying to atone

for his sins, but Russ doesn’t think that’s enough to beat Abyss Orphan. Also it contains

a scene that didn’t make it to film, where an experiment is conducted to see if Kanan’s

Grand Cher can be turned into a Brain Powerd.

Episode #9: Sister Quincy’s Attack

*An episode where Quincy goes into battle, because Orphan will be defenseless as it

surfaces. Yuu tries to make Quincy breathe in the air of Ueno Village, but his sister’s

madness makes her intolerant of such romanticism. Their battle is the catalyst that

forces Higgins’ assignment to the Novis Noa. There’s also a note that says “This might

be a place where Kanan’s Grand Cher could transform into a Brain Powerd! I’d like to

tell a story related to fighting here.”

Episode #10: Sheila tries to Persuade Yuu

*An episode where Sheila defects to the Novis Noa. She wants to get back at Jonathan,

who only thinks about Kanan. However, neither Kanan nor Hime trust her. Sheila even

goes so far as to claim that she wanted to love Yuu, so Hime drops her into the sea. In

the notes it mentions that Jonathan shows up controlling a dinosaur-like Grand Cher.

“Powerful. More Powerful! (Nagano. I’m sorry. Please take care of the design!)” is

written here.



Episode #11: Parent and Child

*The origin of anime episode 9. The elements of Anoa and Jonathan’s relationship are

exactly the same: her being a single mother, his disapproval of the way she lives her

life, their inability to reconcile, etc. In the final version Jonathan interacts with Kumazo,

but in the Memo there’s a development where he tries to use Sheila, who betrayed him

in the last episode, as a spy. In the end she feels like Jonathan is only using her, and

she leaves for Orphan instead.

Episode #12: Infiltration

*Yuu sneaks into Orphan and is reunited with his parents and sister, but the meeting

confirms to him that he’s unable to kill his parents.

Episode #13: Approaching a Decisive Battle

*The UN is planning on using a nuclear attack to destroy Orphan. Separately, Hime has

the idea to try and call out to Orphan, so Yuu goes to stop the bombers. Similar ideas

were incorporated into the show in Episode 21 and elsewhere.

Episode #14: Tropical Night

*Cut off from the rest of the world, the Novis Noa is attacked by Quincy, who is

controlling a new type of Grand Cher. Things turn to jungle warfare, and Hime is used

as part of a trap. They manage to make it out of the battle, but Yuu is exhausted and

takes his anger out on Hime. Kanan doesn’t have the energy to deal with Yuu’s



frustration and fawns over Russ instead. An episode where the Novis Noa is facing a

systemic crisis.

Episode #15: The First Changes

*As Orphan’s glittering head rises above the water, up to waist level, the resulting

tsunami swallows up the smaller of the Philippine Islands. Using an enriched culture

solution, Irene and her group are able to successfully induce Revivals in the

undeveloped Plates, and both Geybridge and Naoko try to join the fight in the new

Antibodies. Seeing the elders lift the youngsters’ spirits, and Hime comes up with the

idea of wrapping Orphan in the cell membrane that appears from a Plate during an

Antibody Revival. Once covered, the photosynthesis taking place through Orphan’s hull

might stop, quieting its organic engine (possibly the method the Orphans used to once

fight against each other?).

Yuu and the others break through Quincy and Jonathan’s defensive perimeter,

and thanks to the Brain Powerds ability to regenerate the cell membrane [A new

technique!], they succeed in wrapping up Orphan. It sinks back under the water, but

during the battle Hime messes up and Kanan is killed. Russ crashes, and Yuu is furious

at him for being unable to save Kanan.

Episode #16: Baron Maximilian

*As the Novis Noa sits broken and battered, Hime decides to leave the ship. She was

exhausted from the process of her machine spitting out its cell membrane, and because

of that Kanan died, but in addition to her own grief Yuu has become distant as well,



which only makes things more painful. Wearing a kimono given to her by Naoko, Hime

drifts aimlessly together with her partially paralyzed Brain Powerd.

It’s while wandering through sand swept ruins that she comes across a man in

the process of saving a dehydrated Sheila Glass. He introduces himself as Baron

Maximilian. Maximilian has no way of knowing Sheila’s identity, but from Hime’s reaction

he guesses that she is connected to Orphan.

When Yuu hears that Russ and Comodo have left in search of Hime, he worries

that Russ is prepared to die so that he can follow after Kanan. Chasing them, Yuu runs

into the mysterious Baronz, a vicious, armored Grand Cher that is actually a cellularized

Sheila. Russ and Comodo are brutally beaten and Comodo is killed in battle, but Russ,

saddled with his disease, survives.

“That Grand Cher is being drawn towards Orphan!” Russ shakes with frustration

over the fact that he won’t die. 　

Episode 17# Deadly Hime

*Yuu is faced with a problem. Hime’s Brain Powerd, under the control of Baron

Maximilian, has transformed into a Grand Cher. It causes Yuu’s Brain Powerd to tremble

as well. Maximilian directs Hime’s Grand Cher into a confrontation with Yuu. Inside the

cockpit, Hime has been hypnotized. However, based on Russ’ words and the properties

of the Antibodies, Yuu comes up with a way to free Hime’s unit from its metamorphosis.

In doing so, Hime collapses. Things succeed because Yuu’s machine loves Hime as

well (It might be cringey, but it’s the Power of Love! Y’know). However, trying to awaken

the comatose Hime has drained Yuu’s Brain Powerd of its energy, and left to face Baron



Maximilian’s ferocious Grand Cher on his own, Yuu leaps into the cockpit of the Baronz,

and begins to pummel Maximilian with his bare fists. Intimidated by the berserk Yuu,

Maximilian detaches part of the fiendish Grand Cher and escapes [Could it be possible

to have parts of the Grand Chers break away, design wise?]

Episode #18: The Baron Arrives at Orphan

*Maximilian, inside the Baronz’s capsule, travels to Orphan, who has settled back deep

under the sea. Once inside, he tricks Quincy into falling in love with him on their first

meeting, and he plans to use the reinforced Grand Cher corps to seize the Central Plate

on the Novis Noa. According to Maximilian, the reason the Novis Noa Antibodies are so

strong is because of the influence of the Central Plate in their possession. Jonathan is

against it, but Maximilian uses cultures taken from the Baronz to revive a violent Grand

Cher from an unhatched Plate and he drops his protest.

“The next time Orphan surfaces, we will immediately ascend to satellite orbit,

from where we will conquer the Earth!” His words are met with resistance from both

Quincy and Jonathan, but Quincy follows his orders.

(Omitted)

Taking advantage of Jonathan’s inattention, Yuu sneaks back into Orphan.

Episode #19: I Can’t Kill You

*As Maximilian is about to kill Kensaku, Yuu intervenes, and he is shocked that he

saved someone he had intended to kill himself. On the other hand, he is compelled to

kill his mother Midori when she tells him, “This is what all men dream of. It’s the role of



Mankind to help Orphan assimilate all the species of the Earth and depart for a new

world,” but before he can do so Higgins Saz and Russ arrive to stop him, and they

escape from Orphan together. Quincy is disturbed that Maximilian thinks only about

turning the Earth into his plaything and taking his revenge on humanity, the species that

birthed him, however…

Episode #20: Orphan Takes Flight

*Hime still hasn’t woken up. In the meantime, infighting breaks out inside Orphan as

Maximilian curses the Isamis and the other researchers as traitors and urges Quincy to

transform herself. The Novis Noa takes a risk in trying to exploit the situation, but they

can’t get there fast enough. In need of more support, Yuu looks for a way to save the

sleeping Hime.

Episode #21: Sister and Brother and Hime’s Princess Heart

*Hime doesn’t respond, while Russ is angry that he keeps surviving. Quincy’s love

towards Maximilian grows, and Naoko tries to prevent the fight between Quincy and

Yuu, but her heart ends up broken, and she weeps in Geybridge’s embrace. Hime

awakens and goes to stop the siblings’ battle.

Episode #22: Men, Children

*Irene and the others believe that the Central Plate could be activated, giving the Novis

Noa the ability to fight Orphan on equal footing. However, Hime worries that the Central

Plate is actually designed to revive Orphan’s companion. Sensing this, Maximilian



comes to steal it, but Yuu stops him. Stuck between the two men, Jonathan realizes that

he can’t do anything against them, and he curses Anoa’s name. Anoa feels like she’s

being tortured, and she watches Russ and Jonathan die together in an explosion.

“Is this my sin!?”  The pain comes from Anoa’s ego, but…

Episode #23: Quickening

*Yuu desperately does everything he can to protect the Novis Noa from Maximilian’s

forces. Watching his efforts, Hime truly falls in love with him. Orphan is held back, not

only because of Maximilian’s obstruction but because of the Central Plate as well.

Episode #24: The Final Battle

Orphan rises out of the sea and heads for the Novis Noa. In the middle of an enormous

tsunami, the Central Plate activates , and severs the pyramid section of the Novis Noa

[Thanks again for handling it, Master Nagano!]. Wearing the pyramid, the Central Plate

calls all of the remaining unborn Plates to it and grows to a colossal size. Both Naoko

and Geybridge are injured, but Yuu and the others use the pyramid as a shield and

close the distance to Orphan. Maximilian counters with a frenzied strategy, but he only

ends up enraptured by the battle, which embodies his own aesthetic sense.  However,

Quincy in her Grand Cher lures Yuu inside Orphan and they clash. Fighting inside the

place that’s a second home to him is both sad and painful (Same as Episode #21!). But

as Orphan ascends there is nothing but silence. Unable to understand what they’re

seeing, Kensaku and Midori watch the light overflowing from the pyramid transform into

Michael Orphan.



Episode #25: The Evil One

*Quincy is killed not by Yuu, but by Michael Orphan, and Yuu’s parents are killed by

Maximilian during the battle. Even so, Orphan is still not yet operating at full

functionality. Maximilian, the evil one, uses an infernal Grand Cher that’s been

strengthened by the power of his grudge, and both Yuu and Hime in their machines are

knocked around by its attacks. In order to save Hime, Yuu flies in front of Maximilian

with nothing but his pilot suit. If there’s a situation where you can fly through the sky,

then fly!

Episode #26: Orphan Becomes a Mother

*Close to the edge of space, Maximilian cannot believe his eyes when he sees Yuu

soaring through the sky in just his pilot suit. However, this was what Orphan and

Michael Orphan had been waiting for. Yuu’s Brain Powerd is destroyed, but the

explosion succeeds in propelling Hime’s unit into the Baronz, and Maximilian is killed.

Orphan and Michael Orphan react to this scene, and as her Brain Powerd begins to

form a cocoon, Yuu and Hime hold each other. Michael Orphan releases the Plates from

across the Earth that it had rallied together and transforms into Orphan. The original

Orphan disintegrates as Michael Orphan carries it. On the pyramid-shaped bridge of the

half-destroyed Novis Noa, Geybridge embraces Naoko. Just before they do, Yuu and

Hime descend to Earth, the light of the aurora disappearing into the sky behind them.

“Naoko, your grandson has come home…the vanishing aurora must mean that

the Earth has gained a new ozone layer.” He suddenly collapses to his knees. Naoko

has passed away, a smile on her face. Holding tight to one another, Yuu and Hime



welcome a tranquil morning on the Pacific Ocean. Michael Orphan has vanished into

the sunlight…

Narration: After this, it was discovered that there was a new feature in the ozone

layer that Orphan created. The neo ozone layer had the ability to convert sunlight into

electricity, and in space Mankind gained a resource that could replace petroleum.

“*” Indicates a summary of the original text. Line breaks have been changed

according to space limitations.

ORPHAN BEHIND THE SCENES

[Added Commentary] The information here is from the same document as shown

previously, but it was considered to be part of the “final plot twist” and treated as top

secret, its pages left unnumbered. Taking into account the final developments of the

actual show, examining the contrast between Dr. Isami’s theory and Orphan’s reaction

to Hime allows us to deepen our understanding.

♢The Secret of the Difference Between the Grand Chers/Brain Powerds and the Central

Plate♢ [This currently relates to the final twist of the story, so treat it as a secret part of

the plan]

♦A THREE PARTY RELATIONSHIP♦

Between the knowledge of the organic engine researchers and Abyss Orphan’s own

definitions, the Grand Chers are understood to act on behalf of Orphan in a way that is



similar to its own immune antibodies. However, the truth is that Grand Chers only

possess the characteristics of a neutralized male, similar to a worker bee, and its pilot

exists only to complement its actions. In other words, its role has been tainted by Abyss

Orphan’s beliefs. At its essence, it is very close to the level of a mechanical tool.

The Brain Powerds have a habit of resonating with the most beautiful things

they’ve witnessed over the course of the Earth’s evolution. This is the presence of

Orphan’s emotional expression, as a result of what it has studied on Earth. That’s why

the Brain Powerds love people like Yuu and Kanan Gimms, people with steadfast

personalities who can also understand Orphan’s desires, latent or otherwise. Based on

this affectionate relationship, a Grand Cher could even transform into a Brain Powerd.

But, it would be extraordinary for that to happen. If it was to meet someone like the

aforementioned people during a Revival, the Antibody would turn directly into a Brain

Powerd.

By sheer coincidence, the Central Plate has been taken aboard the Novis Noa.

However, by assimilating with other Plates that have shown no signs of Revival, this

Plate will grow into Michael Orphan. It’s incompatible with ones that have already

become Grand Chers or Brain Powerds.

MICHAEL ORPHAN

Orphan’s companion is Michael Orphan. However, this is also a placeholder

name, used by those within the story. Originally, Orphan was not just a single ship. But

once the fleet of Orphans saw the Earth, they began to fight over it. The reason for this



was the “Abyss Orphanization” (the move towards self-righteousness and superficiality

that comes with intellectualization) of the ones using the Orphans as ships. However,

when Orphan, a solid mass of accumulated organic energy, saw the Earth it wished to

take in new organic energies to use for Revivals. For that reason it terminated the ones

that had built it and traveled within it for millenia, and then scattered its genes across

Earth in the form of Plates. After that, both Orphan and the Plates fell into an

evolutionary slumber. Michael Orphan may have turned itself into a Plate with the hope

that it could be reborn and reconcile with Orphan. Because that was how much it loved

Orphan.

This all comes from the benefit of hindsight.

The understanding that the people of Abyss Orphan have, that Orphan

commands its Grand Chers with the aim of traveling through the galaxy, is nothing more

than a story dreamt up through the urges of those trying to escape from reality. They

were just reenacting the roles of the ones who had built the massive organic engines

the size of Orphan and traveled the galaxy, unfortunate souls who had been forced to

abandon their homeworlds. The cause of this misery was narcissism, which could be

said to be the ultimate symptom of autism, a trait that can also lead to the belief of being

the chosen elite.

However, knowing that the ultimate desire of organic energy is symbiosis of the

highest order, Orphan sets the Grand Chers (neutralized males) and Brain Powerds (the

embodiment of a female-like desire for subordination) against each other, in an attempt

to remove the narcissism and blind obedience. Without taking that step, even another



galactic voyage would only result in the same failures. Concurrently, a Revival requires

the collision of two opposites, in a certain sense, and the organic engine will not

reactivate without completing the process of pair production

[I tried to inject my own spin, but it ended up losing the shape of a marital spat!]

However, through Yuu and Hime, Orphan sees the Earth that was able to

strengthen their love, and so he waited for the Central Plate to revive, the reason being

that Michael Orphan was his partner. At the time of her Revival, Orphan destroys

himself in order to supply energy to the Earth, possibly the only place like it in the entire

universe, thereby allowing it to exist forever.

That’s why the neo ozone layer created

through the transformation of Orphan is

such a marvel, including a system capable

of converting sunlight into electrical energy.

It’s believed that an everlasting Earth would

be the greatest possible treasure for

Michael Orphan, so Orphan was overjoyed

to provide her with such a gift. Orphan, who had protected the blue planet from the

shallowness and narcissism of people both ancient and modern.

[—Note from @TheIdeon, who translated this: It’s only at the very end that

Orphan and Michael Orphan are revealed to have (somewhat surprising) male and

female pronouns, most likely because it's part of the big twist. Going back and changing

everything to match would spoil the secret and probably run counter to author intent, so

aside from this interjection I’m leaving things as is.]



07/1997 How the Tomino Memo is Shown

[Additional commentary] In July, as part of a summary of his massive memo, Director

Tomino brought up some matters regarding stance and presentation. Some excerpts

are provided below, with the goal of providing an even greater understanding of the

finished work.

♦STORY♦

After meeting an openhearted girl, a boy who has resolved to kill his mother and

father discards that idea, even willing to become a father himself if that girl would be his

wife. As part of the background, the positive traits of Naoko’s generation and beyond

appear in Yuu.

♦KEEP YOUR CUSTOMERS ENTERTAINED! CONFIRMING THE FOUNDATION♦

Recognition that the story is uniaxial; seeing things from the perspective of the

heroine/hero makes things both interesting and easy to understand.

♦SECOND MESSAGE♦

○Everyone here is a survivor. It is because your ancestors were strong that you

are also strong and have been able to continue living to this point. Evil people and

misfortune have been put in place to counter us, so that we might become even

stronger. That’s the reason that, even after we’ve overcome and rid ourselves of these

obstacles, we still shouldn’t hold it against them.



◎It’s a roomy feeling series that makes you look forward to tuning in the next

week, one that allows you to view it however you like!

◎Just like Karajan, the performances will be a real tear jerker! No showing

things with a bird’s eye view!

◎Depicted with the sensitivities of Nagano’s mecha and Inomata’s characters!

★It’s the story of parents and children but with a lighter tone, and the melodrama

comes from the action and mystery!

★Begging Orphan for all the answers leads to a dead end without resolution, so

the question of where Orphan came from is left unanswered, but we do allow ourselves

to surrender to the hopeful outlook that the finite space of Earth can be made infinite,

and that even the energy crisis can be solved.

♦ABOUT THE SUPPORTING DISCUSSION♦

The story must be one that dispels anxiety. It can’t tear down anyone’s worldview

or framework. The people who tell robot stories have an odd habit of worrying that

they’ll be laughed at if they do this, but robot stories were always strange to begin with.

With that being the unquestionable reality, there’s no problem portraying the strange as

anything but strange. (Omitted)



♦EVEN SO, THE WORLDVIEW NEEDS TO BE DISTINCT♦

An abnormal world evolves into an even more abnormal world, concluding in an

extraordinarily abnormal world, but in a stable world people return back to normalcy.

♦MECHANICAL EXPRESSION♦

●ANTIBODY CONTROL SCHEME

The pilot uses their movements and voice to give commands to the Antibody. The

womb area that acts as the cockpit has a function similar to a lie detector. The ultimate

in control methods is where the rider and mount are united as one! The motorcycle

debate regarding good luggage and bad luggage.

●THE WAY AN ANTIBODY FLIES

Long distance flight via teleportation.

Suddenly walking across the water’s surface. Standing underneath a cloud, or

else appearing from out of one. Through these kinds of  techniques their actual

teleporting will be obscured. However, at the very least, they’ll come flying towards you

from the opposite side. Showing them flying from the foreground into the distance is to

be avoided.

●THE WAY AN ANTIBODY IS KILLED

An Antibody is a mass of bits. When one is critically damaged it should

immediately stop moving. They don’t explode. A thick smoke, similar to dry ice, can be



seen coming out of the wounded areas, because fine fragments are being scattered.

Fallen parts should pool together (like mercury). The shell of the plate turns into

something related to repair. However, the fallen parts can also be used for repair.

There’s a difference between the skin, which serves as armor, and the internal organs

and musculature.

If the pilot runs away, it’s possible that the Antibody will reject them afterwards.

I’d also like to think about a metamorphic central relationship.

Is there an inverse exchange of DNA and RNA? There’s the theory that half of

the ocean’s water came to Earth from space. (Necessary?)

♦STORYLINE CONFIRMATION♦

If you run away from the enemy side you’ll be attacked, so keeping that in mind

there has to be something for you here on this side (the friendly side). That thing is

dangerous to the enemy, and when it gets used there is a development that leads to the

understanding that the friends are righteous and the enemies evil. Even if we’re aiming

for this pre-established harmony, it’s fine if the pre-established harmony follows

curvilinear ups and downs like that of a biorhythm.

♦THINGS TO CONFIRM IN THE SETTING STAGES♦

I want Yuu to be like the hero of a girl’s manga. A bit of a bad boy, handsome,

pure of heart and acting for his own reasons. I’m creating a young man that would be

overwhelmingly admired, with a bold side that’s like he’s crying out from his heart!



He’s spontaneously trying to move the story along, but if it’s a question of

whether he’s pulling the world forward or being carried along with it, it’s accurate to say

that he’s being carried. Considering the point of view of the audience members

complaining about having to watch such an effeminate guy, I’ll do my utmost to create a

compelling story of human relationships, even without bulking the story up.

【THE STORY OF THE SOLUTION】

He fought because he didn’t want someone else to carry him on their back. He

chooses to do as he wishes. However, he didn’t want to shoulder the burden himself

either, but that’s what ends up happening. At the point where it seems like there’s going

to be a big plot twist he screams out “Get my mother!”

And then Orphan apologizes, turns into a mother and gives up on the galactic

journey. It’s momentarily arrived back into the world it left, so Orphan searches for

something real and understands that it has a connection to something here, and

because of Yuu’s presence Orphan becomes a mother, recognizing that Yuu is one of

its children as well.

11/1997 Story Outline for Episode 10 Onwards

[Added commentary] This document is a summary of the setting and developments

related to the midpoint, written around the time of the script order and inspection work

for Episode 9 “Sorrowful Mother and Child” (broadcast under the name “Jonathan’s



Sword”). Furthermore, in the memos up to Episode

9 there was also the idea that “Jonathan might

jump onto a plate as it's undergoing a Revival, and

his body actually merges together with a Grand

Cher. Fade In, you know. With that he could

become happy.”

♦THE PURPOSE OF THE NOVIS NOA’S MOVEMENTS

The reason for its construction is to serve as a test bed for an organic engine.

However, its true purpose is to be a survival ship (this matter is kept a secret to

uninvolved parties). However, the aforementioned political elements are kept to the

background, so it’s not necessary to think about.

♦OPERATION OBJECTIVES FOLLOWING HIROSHIMA

“Bring Orphan under control and stop its movements. At the same time, use the

Brain Powerds to eliminate the Reclaimers’ Grand Chers (although the latter part is

understood implicitly).

♦METHOD

Encircle Orphan with the Novis Noa and its three Plate carrying escort ships, and

ensnare it using a net of organic energy used in conjunction with the Vital Globe (a

network of living energy surrounding the Earth) to stop Orphan’s quickening.



♦PRINCIPLE

Once the Novis Noa’s engines reach their threshold (operating at full power), the

activated Plates (the ones that haven’t completely hardened and appear to still have the

possibility for Revival) will begin to emit organic vibrations (caused through bioactivity,

essentially vigor) which will then resonate with the Vital Globe around the Earth,

ensnaring Orphan inside a net made of organic energy. Also, once Orphan’s organic

energy ends up resonating as well, it will lead to Orphan's deactivation.

Just like photons and soundwaves, organic energies of the same kind will cancel

each other out if they resonate, hence its deactivation.

After this, if a generator to use with the organic engine in place of the activated

plates can be developed, humanity will have gained a permanent source of electrical

energy [there’s a trap in this way of thinking, which doesn’t account for the biological

principle of pair production].

♦THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SETTING’S TWIST AND THE B-PLATES, OR

MICHAEL ORPHAN

♦THE BEGINNING

Pair production=plus and minus. Male and female.

Life is something that can bond and perpetuate itself with these two poles. Or,

the starting point for the development of all things.

↓

Orphan is male.



Michael Orphan is female, and the B-Plates come from Michael Orphan.

Orphan’s ultimate goal for the galactic voyage would be accomplished through the

resonance between the two. However, they ended up fighting due to a clash of

personalities and crashed on Earth.

↓

The cause of this is due to the species that constructed and boarded the

Orphans, evolving within their interiors for tens of thousands of years, and who had

wanted their creations to possess individuality. The number of other Orphans built is

unknown.

However, the reason the Orphans had to be built, and the reason that species

went so far as abandoning their homeworld was due to the wretchedness of the

environment. At that time they should have been thinking about how to use their organic

engines to rebuild their planet, but the people aboard the Orphans chose to escape

instead (there were also those that didn’t). From the very beginning their egos were

ever present. The ego, which is inherent to all intelligent life. This is where everything

starts.

□THE END OF THE ORPHAN ON EARTH

♦THE APPEARANCE OF KANT KESTNER

(A 15 year old boy genius. Afterwards he adopts an alias and goes back to being

a normal high schooler.) He points out that both the way the Novis Noa is constructed

and the ceasefire are odd. Kant, who has observed abnormal plant growth in the areas

where Plates have appeared and along the boundaries of the Vital Globe, theorizes that



because organic energy and the Vital Globe appear as activated expressions of life

itself, if that energy reaches saturation it will resonate with photosynthetic processes

and lead to the generation of electricity. From that he conceived of a plan to create a

system for electrical production by linking an organic engine and photosynthesis.

According to him, humanity seems to have gained the organic engine as a result of its

increase, but organic energies have also become more activated as a result of the

existence of something counter to Orphan. Whatever that existence, whether it’s related

to the B-Plates or Plate levels, it’s out of balance with Orphan, and so it’s possible that

something like the man-made organic engine on the Novis Noa isn’t stopping Orphan,

but simply stimulating it. By the time signs of rejection have appeared there’s nothing

else that can be done.

However, because the fundamental action for organic things is pair production, if

there existed something antagonistic towards Orphan it would end up leaving for space

without dealing with the organic energy on Earth.

But Kant predicted that if they could succeed in keeping Orphan near to the

Earth, its complementary photosynthetic functions would turn it into a second sun for

humanity.

“As a living thing, even Orphan wants to be loved. So we’ll use love in order to

make it stay.”

Kant’s words, anticipating the existence of Michael Orphan, have a boyish

romanticism to them.



[The ultimate twist→What we as the staff need to project is that Orphan isn’t

composed of extraterrestrial material, but may be the final measure our genes have

prepared to support humanity.]

□POSITIONS OF THE CHARACTERS WITHIN THE BASIC SETTING

♦Geybridge=He believes that even if the Novis Noa’s operation succeeds in slowing

Orphan’s movements they still won’t be enough to stop it entirely, and so the Brain

Powerds are necessary to give them an edge. From learning that the Brain Powerds

inside Orphan don’t activate, he understands that the Grand Chers aren’t their enemy.

He’s thinking about a purge of humanity with Orphan’s activation. He has no trust in

humans but he wants to act fairly, as a self-destroying chakravarti (one who turns the

wheel of dharma).

He believed in the purifying ability of Orphan’s phenomena because of the Brain

Powerds’ ability. A man who wanted to take Naoko to Orphan with him, but wasn’t able

to when Yuu appeared.

♦Isami Kensaku=Taking into account the problem of pair production, he advocated for

the existence of B-Plates, wondering if there was a female counterpart to Orphan. That

manifested through the uneven distribution of Plates by region; he didn’t consider

anything like Michael Orphan (he’s begun to hate women more and more).

♦Captain Anoa=The shock from encountering Jonathan creates an impulsive need for

atonement inside her unconscious mind and turns her into the Baron. As the Baron, she

boards Orphan and acts to protect Jonathan.



♦Anoa as the Baron (wears a mask and uses a microphone to alter her voice)=She

believes that they’ll be able to travel the galaxy if she supports the male Orphan as a

mother. She has the look of someone possessed by their Grand Cher, but her activation

came from simply living on instinct. There’s a physical strength to her build, like the

tennis player Sabatina.

If Geybridge works using his head, the Baron works with her body. They’re polar

opposites.

Up to the second cour Orphan’s actions seem to simply expand the egos it absorbs.

The general thesis would be understood by someone like Geybridge or Kensaku, but by

placing the Baron, who doesn’t know anything about it, inside Orphan it makes it easier

to explain the Reclaimers there.

♦Jonathan=Goes from hating his mother to confident that he can survive on his own. At

that point the Baron appears and becomes even more aggressive after being

acknowledged, expelling the academic faction of the Reclaimers and assuming

leadership of Orphan.

♦Isami Midori=As part of the Grand Cher faction she strives to make them stronger,

reaching the point where she’s adding a culture solution during Revivals to create

ferocious Grand Chers.

♦Quincy=Although she feels like her position is threatened by the Baron’s appearance,

she conspires together with Midori to use the Baron to her advantage. She senses the



Baron’s femininity, but isn’t concerned about that. She and Midori believe that if

something goes wrong they can put all of the blame on the Baron, shielding themselves.

The suspicion that Kensaku is disloyal leads to her committing patricide during a battle.

I’d like to portray her as a woman crushed under ego.

♦Irene Carrier: Becomes acting captain after Anoa goes missing.

♦Crew of the Novis Noa: Regardless of Yuu and Hime, they’ve already submitted to

their destiny, and in every situation they exert themselves to the fullest, trying to love

whoever is in front of them.

♦Brain Powerd and Brain Child (refers to a twin Brain Powerd)=The Antibodies of the

Novis Noa, who find human reactions pleasant.

□GENERAL REMARKS

Provided it’s operational, Geybridge wants to incorporate the Novis Noa’s organic

engine into Orphan as a complementary system. He understands that Orphan crashed

to Earth due to problems with its single engine, and believes that it was unable to

eliminate foreign obstructions such as the B-Plates. He’s a man tainted by modern

science, who laughs at Kant Kestner because he believes that things are pointless even

if a genius appears to save humanity, that it’s better for mankind to be obliterated while

it still has memories of an unpolluted past.



On the other side Kant says, “Even if you kill me it’s meaningless, because

Orphan will work to save the Earth as soon as its organic engine reaches criticality. But

more importantly, intentions like Geybridge’s and the Baron’s are dangerous. Their

power would end up warping Orphan’s power so that it wouldn’t be able to access the

Vital Globe, a network that has the power to link even galaxies together, and it would

lead to the Earth’s destruction. However, the true criticality of organic energy is reached

through love, so if Orphan’s organic engine reaches its limit it will trigger a release of

power on a galactic scale, able to preserve the Earth at the very least.”

This gives meaning to the existence of the Brain Powerds. Orphan’s inclusion of

opposites was an attempt to understand and prove that love isn’t about uniformity, but a

force that’s made up of differences. Given that this is a system created by genes in

order to continue existing, it’s an obvious result. Yuu and the others were innately

acclimated to it, so they fought to counteract the actions of the Grand Chers, ruining the

plans of Geybridge or Kensaku and Midori to use Orphan to escape Earth. The love of

people like the Baron or Naoko is their ego.

The strength of the Brain Powerds touch the very root of love. As a result,

Orphan is held back from making its leap and gets incorporated into the solar system to

complete the ultimate form the solar system desired. At that point Orphan can’t leave

the Earth or this solar system because of the presence of the B-Plates, which hold the

memories of Michael Orphan within them and which Orphan loves, and it instead

remains within our field. [“Field” here is the English loanword, just like in the title of BP’s

ending theme. Is that something? -TheIdeon]



01/1998 The Project Document Right Before Broadcast

[Added commentary] With the assumption that a television broadcast is happening, the

project materials in their current state are recompiled once again. Taking into account

that the go-ahead from WOWOW came towards the end of 1997, this seems to be a

direct response to that decision. The logo is officialized, and the mecha and characters

pictured are mostly the same as the final versions. A selection of these pages is shown

here.



03/1998 Story Outline for Episode 20 and Beyond

[Added commentary] The proposal for the final episodes of the story, compiled right

before the broadcast began. There are still remnants left from the very early setting

ideas, such as the Grand Chers and Brain Powerds metamorphosing into one another,

or the pyramid on the Novis Noa becoming detached. Also, there’s nothing written about

Iiko’s part in Episode 22, which was one of the story’s climaxes in the final product. You

also get a feeling of Zambot 3 with Hime and Yuu in the final episode. Furthermore, the

notes for episodes 20–24 are summarized here, while the text for 25 and 26 has been

included in its entirety, with the line breaks corrected.

Episode #20: The Baron Vs. America (summary)

There is a rumor that the ghosts of Brains are appearing in Orphan. [This is the

first time in this article that ‘Brain’ appears as a shortened version of Brain Powerd

-TheIdeon] The Baron attempts to eliminate the American military’s senior command

and unify the Grand Cher teams. However, “Quincy, who is determined to go outside,

doesn’t go along with it, and Jonathan convinces her by sleeping with her. Learning of

this, Midori becomes jealous, so Jonathan sleeps with her as well, going to search for

the Governor after that.” (directly transcribed)

Geybridge reveals that he is the Governor, a mouthpiece of the President of the

United States. He argues that if not for that, America wouldn’t be able to occupy

Orphan. “(Some view the second half as a threat on Geybridge’s part, but the Baron

sees that there’s value in using him.)” (directly transcribed) The Baron shouts down

Geybridge, proclaiming that the Brain Powerd ghost story is a product of delusion.



“Orphan shows those who would try to take advantage of it those visions to gain their

submission.”

Geybridge's behavior indicates that he also intends to wipe out the Novis Noa’s

Brain Powerds. “It was an experimental ship to see if it was possible to replicate

Orphan’s functions. However, the Novis Noa ended up working to gather the Brain

Powerds, a different type of Antibody from the Grand Chers. This conflict is thought to

be an aspect of Orphan’s original immune system, and it seems like they’ll be an

impediment to its flight, so they’ll need to be eradicated,” he reasons.

Regardless, the moment the enhanced Grand Chers exit Orphan their circulatory

systems fail and they lose strength. Geybridge is shocked. Naoko, disgusted by his

actions, makes up her mind to escape.

Episode #21: The Eve of Orphan (summary)

A medium sized city in China. Kant realizes that there’s a symbiotic relationship

between Orphan and plants, and thinks that it might have a process for converting

photosynthesis into electricity. Kant and Hime slip into Orphan’s airspace.

“It’s so beautiful!” Upon hearing Hime’s emotional words, Kant feels like he’s

looking at the face of the Virgin Mary. (Note: This line is given to Yuu in Episode 21 of

the actual series.)

The misfortunes of Sheila and Higgins clash together in the middle of battle.

(Note: the conversation is the same as in the finished Episode 23.) Naoko returns to the

Novis Noa. Via Kou Chen of the Chinese Merchant Association, Muhammed [spelled



differently than Mr. Mohammed, but I assume that’s the same character -TheIdeon]

learns that “America is planning to attack Orphan with a nuke”.

Episode #22: Quincy’s All or Nothing (summary)

Yuu’s group goes to stop the nuclear

attack (it’s not an attack, but a crash landing).

Kanan, Russ, Nanga and Comodo help as

well. (I want to show the strangeness of that

arrangement) (directly transcribed)

Drawn out by Yuu, Quincy intends to

make a suicide attack on the Novis Noa, but

ends up surrending in the end. “Hime, who

never suspects anyone, is suspicious of Quincy, leading to an incident where she tries

to push her into the sea” (directly transcribed) However, Yuu doesn’t think that Quincy

means to kill him. “You taught me that, Hime. Humans can’t live on hatred…” (directly

transcribed)

Quincy tries to escape by stealing a Brain, but she faints in agony inside its

cockpit and the attempt is unsuccessful. The conflict with Quincy is wearing down Yuu

and he lashes out at Hime and Kanan, lacking the energy to deal with Yuu’s frustration,

fawns over Russ instead. [The language here is almost identical to Episode 14 of the

Tomino Memo -TheIdeon] The Novis Noa’s Brain Powered unit falls into dysfunction.



Episode #23 Hime’s Princess Heart (summary)

Hime decides to confront Orphan. Comodo follows behind in her Eland. “She was

able to ride the Vital Globe in an Eland!” (directly transcribed) Hime ends up captured by

the Baron. Geybridge interrogates her, but she instead asks why he’s here. He answers

with, “I want to instill in humankind an awe for what Nature achieves. (omitted) I want to

teach humanity that things don’t always go as they wish,” just as he does in the finished

version of Episode 26.

However, Hime isn’t convinced. “Aren’t you trying to say that humanity is arrogant

for thinking it can control Nature? But we believe that Orphan is a living creature. In that

case, if we treat it with love, it will be willing to work for our sake. Something so large

and majestic! (omitted) It grew up on the Earth, didn’t it? Even if it came from outside, it

was raised here, and it lives here doesn’t it!? Leaving to travel the galaxy must be so

lonely, is that something you’d be happy to do!? (omitted) The name Orphan means that

it’s alone, right? And it really was. Because it was so lonely it came out looking to play.

And then there were so many humans around! It must have been so happy.”

Geybridge is astounded. Kensaku yells at Jonathan, the Baron and Geybridge,

saying that Orphan belongs to the Reclaimers and that they should get out. Saying that

all of them are disgusting. Midori tries to stop him, but he doesn’t listen. “I’ll die full of

regret, having seen both you and my daughter in the arms of that man. So let me die!

Along with Orphan!”

As they argue, Hime screams. “Orphan wants to live! If you try something like

that inside here, Orphan really will wipe out humanity! It’s the truth.”



On the other hand, the Baron tells Jonathan that Orphan belongs to him, and

they have a conversation:

“It’s cold up in the North. I was hoping to get warmth from the passion of

someone like you.”

“In that case, I’ll follow your orders with all the passion I have.”

“There shall be no hierarchy between us.”

“You’re saying we’re equals?”

“Act as you please.”

Hime “feels uncomfortable with the pair’s relationship, but even that is something

that she wants to understand”. (directly transcribed)

Episode #24: Orphan’s Sorrow (summary)

The helpers on the Novis Noa are successful in creating shields by separating

and processing the cell membrane from a Plate. Yuu and the others carry them as they

close in on Orphan. Yuu breaks through Jonathan’s defenses, but he’s unable to locate

Hime. Kanan and Comodo are in danger, but they say “Go take down the people

making Orphan a prisoner of their own ego,” and after hearing that Russ and Nanga

give up on coming to the aid of the women. “They understand what they’re being told,

and they recognize the situation. So, neither Kanan nor Comodo die. Orphan watches

over this scene.” (directly transcribed)

The Baron uses Hime Brain, which has been changed into a Grand Cher, to

attack Yuu, but he devises a way to free it from its transformation. “This is possible

because Yuu Brain loves Hime Brain. The reverse is true as well, and the spell is



broken with the power of love! However, Hime isn’t inside the cockpit.” (directly

transcribed)

♦

Yuu meets with Kensaku.

“Through Orphan, I found a way that humanity can be saved. I won’t ask you to

help me, but you can’t destroy Orphan!”

“Isn’t it your job to make Orphan absorb all of Earth’s living creatures and energy

and then leave for a new planet!?”

“That’s because of what Midori said…”

“Being on Mom’s leash is your excuse!? Weren’t you once a man!?”

“An incompentant fool like that isn’t good for anything!” Midori joins them.

“Then why even get married!? Are you telling me that I, and Iiko, were fathered

by a different man!?”

“Kensaku is your father. There’s no doubt about that, so don’t start feeling

inferior.”

“That’s a lot of pressure! You became the leader of the Reclaimers! …You didn’t

account for Orphan’s influence while you were reviving it, did you?”

“What’s that supposed to mean!?”

“During Orphan’s resuscitation, this was a sealed-off space. Orphan forgot to tell

the Reclaimers what was going on outside.”

“That might be so…maybe it’s an illness, but autistic symptoms can appear when

awakening from hibernation.”

“Even Dad became impotent under its influence.”



“That doesn’t mean I have put up with it as a woman.”

“Don’t bring up that stuff in front of your child!” Yuu wants to kill his mother.

However, Russ and Higgins arrive to stop him, and they escape from Orphan. Where is

Hime!? Hime Brain is slow to follow them, and remains behind. (the preceding section

was all directly transcribed)  　

♦

Orphan jumps. Saying that “there’s no way I’ll be a prisoner,” Quincy is

determined to escape. Meanwhile, Yuu is inside the Baronz’s cockpit engaging in a

fistfight with Jonathan. Jonathan senses that the reason the Novis Noa’s Antibodies are

so strong is an effect of the B-Plates.

After the Baron says that once Orphan ascends they’ll be able to conquer the

Earth from satellite orbit, “Jonathan is pleased to hear the words of an ideal mother

figure, and he thinks about triumphing over Yuu.” (directly transcribed)

Episode #25: Hime and Quincy

□Novis Noa

Quincy uses her familial connection to press Naoko, and her grandmother is

easily tricked into leading her to her Grand Cher. She departs the Novis Noa, but can’t

bring herself to attack the ship. “Because Grandma’s there. You better thank me for this,

Yuu! Same goes for that brat Hime!”

■Orphan

Inside Orphan, Hime and Hime Brain are reunited, but she realizes that it’s

unusable. She boards a Grand Cher that’s similarly weakened.【I haven’t thought about



the specifics, but I’d like to involve Kensaku or Geybridge. Thanks.】(related to the

ending)

“Quincy!” Feeling that Jonathan has abandoned her for the Baron, Midori

summons Quincy, who arrives and seems sympathetic.

Jonathan, the physical embodiment of the Baron’s will, is convinced that “the

B-Plates are on the Novis Noa and they’re holding Orphan back, and the operation

Geybridge came up with to seal Orphan is being carried out in a different form.” He

decides on an all-out attack. However, Hime learns of his plan, and she escapes

Orphan in the Grand Cher, following behind Jonathan’s unit.

□From the Vital Globe to the Battle in the Novis Noa’s Airspace

Yuu is desperately protecting the Novis Noa from the troops under Jonathan’s

command. Kanan returns to the frontlines as well, while Comodo is content taking a

defensive position with the Eland squadron.

Arriving on the battlefield, Hime truly falls in love with Yuu as she sees him

fighting. However, Jonathan has the advantage due to the large number of Grand Chers

he’s unleashed.

□Novis Noa

The B-Plates activate, which results in the pyramid section being severed, but

Irene determines that the power is organic energy emitted by the group of children

gathered aboard the Novis Noa.

“Did Geybridge know about this?”

“Dr. Kuwabara probably did,” Kant answers.



□The Battle Shifts from the Novis Noa’s Airspace to Orphan’s Proximity

With the pyramid’s barrier helping Yuu’s side, he’s able to focus on Jonathan

without worrying about Sheila and the others. The combat area moves in front of

Orphan, and as Hime notices that she finds that she’s able to use her Grand Cher like a

Brain Powerd! As a result, Jonathan Grand Cher is destroyed. Hime rescues Jonathan

and tells him, “There’s no reason to kill you, you should go and live!” She’s about to

return him to Orphan, but the Baron, injured and enraged, appears in a Grand Cher,

pushes Hime Brain aside and takes Jonathan back to Orphan instead. “What was that

for!?”

Yuu is also unable to attack Baron Grand Cher, because it’s carrying Jonathan in

its hands.

Hime shudders at coming so close to the Baron’s madness.

■Orphan

Despite saving Jonathan, the Baron is mortally wounded.

“Baron, who did this to you!?”

“The Isamis.”

Jonathan goes after Kensaku and Midori. Yuu, lured by Quincy, tries to stop him

but is unable. Quincy doesn’t care, and ordering the others to follow Jonathan, she

pursues Yuu.

“This is for the Baron’s dream!” Using the narrow-minded grudge that came from

the Baron’s blood relationship as a source of power, Jonathan takes on both of their

aesthetic ideals and uses the Baronz to approach Yuu. Yuu Brain is at the mercy of its



attacks, and Hime Grand Cher tries to protect it, but for Yuu it’s sad and painful to be

fighting in a place that was a second home to him.

Quincy strikes at Yuu from out of the Baronz’s shadow! Hime, at least, is about to

destroy Jonathan’s Baronz by blowing up her Grand Cher, but she’s sent flying out into

space. It’s a certain death situation.

Episode #26: Orphan is Mother

□Between Orphan and Space

As he’s still being persistently attacked by Quincy, Yuu sees Hime’s body moving

through space. Even though his craft has been torn apart, Jonathan is able to return to

where the Baron was. Quincy is shocked at the sight. Taking advantage of the

opportunity, Yuu pries open her hatch and drags her out.

“Sis, open your eyes!”

She’s astonished to see Yuu in space with nothing but his fluid suit. He’s jumped

out alone to go after Hime. Quincy Grand Cher wouldn't let go of Yuu Brain, so he had

to.

■Nearby Orphan’s Airspace (In Space)

Higgins and Sheila run into each other by chance. In a battle bound by causality

between Brain Powerd and Grand Cher, the two Antibodies fight to the point of mutual

destruction, but Higgins rescues Sheila. Higgins panicked when her rose tattoo burned

her shirt, but the heat absorbed by the tattoo kept her alive. For Orphan, it was a sign,

and it bestowed organic energy upon Higgins.



□Higgins is able to fly down into the bay where Laite is waiting, and they

embrace. Sheila realizes that she’s been freed.

□Yuu and Hime are still falling, wearing only their fluid suits, but the strength from

seeking each other triggers a burst of light from the female figure at the center of

Orphan, which induces a cocooning phenomenon in the Brains and calls the pyramid of

the Novis Noa, which protects them as they fall.

□The Novis Noa, Without its Pyramid and Moving Along the Shore

Clinging to each other, Yuu and Hime land in the ocean and inform the Novis Noa

of their location. Geybridge is able to return to Naoko, but he passes away in her chest.

The Grand Cher he rode over on begins to harden.

“...Gabe. You were too honest. Even though death took your wife from you, you

took up Orphan’s offer because you were still thinking for the good of humanity. Saying

that you were coming to see me, your plane was pulled away by Brain Powerds and you

went to Orphan…”

□Kimaris

Captain Laite is worried about Higgins taking a boat, but she says, “I wouldn’t be

able to go if you weren’t there,” and goes to meet Yuu and Hime on the Pyramid. She

knows that’s where they must be.

□Novis Noa

Kant says, “Since the aurora has disappeared, it means that a correction to

Earth’s axis is happening, and a new ozone layer has been created.”

“Is that all?”



“No…by connecting plant life and the neo ozone layer, it’s offering us an energy

source with low pollution, for the sake of the Earth. It’s electricity though.”

“There’s no need for nuclear power?”

“Right, the organic engine on the Novis Noa is like a high efficiency relay that can

take that organic energy and transform it into electricity.”

“The Novis Noa’s gained a perpetual engine?”

“The research of Dr. Kuwabara and his team was right on the mark, but that’s

only with the assumption that Orphan is present.”

“...It won’t be so simple, hm…that reminds me, I wonder what happened to

Minamoto Mitsuo?”

“It sure is tough to live without power lines and microwave receivers, isn’t it…”

□A Mountainous Region in Yunnan Province

Mitsuo is turning the crank on a hand powered radio. “...Orphan was observed to

come to a stop after reaching geostationary orbit…”

“Huh, so I guess it was a generator…that means Kuwabara’s theory was

right…what on earth made me want to ride it across the galaxy back then?” Her own

mind a mystery to her, Mitsuo can’t see the pain of living in poverty.

□The Pacific Ocean. Nanga and Comodo and Russ and Kanan are there, paired

into couples. Russ’ disease seems to have vanished. Yuu stands at the bow of the ship,

holding Hime at his side.

“Do you think we’ll have kids like Yukio, Akari and Kumazo?”

“That wasn’t meant to be a proposal just now was it? I’ll let you give me a kiss

and that’s it!”



Yuu kisses her. It’s a calm morning on the Pacific, and the Brain Powerds crane

their heads to peek at them.

□Orphan, in Geostationary Orbit

With Orphan where it should be, the Grand Chers are still. The Reclaimers are

busy with the maintenance of Orphan’s body. Aging rapidly, the Baron reveals her true

identity to Jonathan, who is cradling her in his arms.

“Maman, aren’t you cold?”

“I’ll stay warm in your arms…I wonder if I’ll continue being assimilated into the

Antibody like this…”

“This Grand Cher will let you…I’m happy we’re together, Maman.”

“Even someone like me was able to have a child. It was the most wonderful life.”

“Let’s go on a trip through the galaxy…the other Reclaimers are betting their lives

on bringing Orphan’s functionality to its highest.”

Jonathan’s Grand Cher breaks away from Orphan.

Narrator: Linking vegetation with the neo ozone layer created by Orphan showed

the ability to generate electricity from sunlight. Mankind had gained an energy source

that could replace petroleum. For the time being, Orphan shows no signs of leaving the

Earth.

Watching parent and child in Jonathan’s Grand Cher, the female figure at

Orphan’s center shines serenely.



□The Pacific Ocean

Leaving Orphan’s shadow, the Novis Noa heads towards Japan.

END

03/05

[Episode 1 of Brain Powerd aired on April 8th, 1998 -TheIdeon]


